
Dialogue with our Angel N°43                 Of March 21st, 2016

Return from the future or return from the past  ?

& The Evolution of Man through diet 

& Global warming, climate change, climatic cooling, ice age...

Where is the truth ?

The signs did not deceive to us   !

We observe since the beginning of January, a notable acceleration of our intuitive perceptions
and  a  tangible  increase  of  the  supra-conscious  informative  flow  reaching  in  our
consciousness.

Apparently, this connection with a more clear, accessible centre of thought and resolutely in
"Service to Others-STO" also showed itself for some of us. We notice this phenomenon
among some of our colleagues and authors of websites dealing with the awakening and the
changes.

As we were led to suspect it thanks to the shamanic vision we documented at the last update
of our site, an extraordinary turning point of our adventures with the Angel is already outlined
with clarity, generating continuously new awareness.

Sometimes  the  impression  that  our  neurons  would  not  hold  out,  motivates  us  of  an
inexhaustible impetus to share our internal dialogues with the Angel and our discoveries with
the readers.

And in this connection, our Supraconsciousness STO supplies us with further and totally new
information on "the transdimensionnal diet". We shall soon discover that the way of feeding
us in 4th density, will have nothing to do anymore with our current eating pattern, but will
depend, according to the Angel, from the dimensional point of view in which we shall be
situated  !

What does it mean ? We are soon going to know it.

* * *
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We have  described  already  at  length  transdimensional  attacks  committed  by  our  official
predator, but we can never insist enough on the fierceness of the predatory corpus in our
everyday life.

We still speak about it because even those who believe to know, minimize the impact of these
transdimensional games in their life, the predation hiding itself behind each of their thoughts.
We witnessed the scale of this phenomenon among a lot of readers and perceived its content
through their questions.

Here is for example a remark which was sent to us (to the LEO Network, a website which we
created further to a dream. We will talk about it later)

“Hello and bravo for the acceleration of your work.

Wouldn’t it be more important to quote the sharp truths rather than the STS as this
woman Mathieu M. 
(https://www.reseauleo.com/2016/02/15/notre-corps-change-de-fr%C3%A9quence-vibratoire/)
The people who read the article, if they do not go at the end of the page do not see that
it is for the tool of discernment.

Your responsibility, once that you discovered the bottom of the cards is to choose the
positive and what is going to help the evolution... Is not this choice very important ?
Not for the denial  of what takes place,  nor to wear pink glasses,  but to be turned
towards the awakening.... In any case thank you for your work, even if unfortunately, I
am leaving because it evolve towards the astral, and I have a very deep faith in Christ,
who for me is personified god to teach us and love us, in brief  ! G.”

Do we perceive the subtlety of the transdimensional predation working through the comment
of this person ? Is her remark as judicious as it seems to be ?

The objective of the LEO Network is to bring the readers not only towards the positive side of
their human experience, but towards the most impartial possible Truth. It is a question of
learning to see things as they are, which implies to accept unconditionally the dark side of
ourselves whom we ceaselessly reject. By experience, we know that as human being we are
still very far from reaching this clarity in our consciousness  !

The real Awakening rejects  on no account "the Shadow" which accompanies  each of our
experiences. It is by accepting our dark side that we shall really become “Christs”, in other
words "translators or transducers of the information-light" or carriers of the truth.

Our Universe is ordered by its multiple facets which Ibn Arabi designated as "the mean and
merciful divine names" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn_Arabi

It  is  thus forbidden to us to ignore some in favour of the others.  Most people believe to
identify the Universe by the "bright" face of its creation, while the dark face which is also
information, remains generally carefully unknown, denigrated or rejected.
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The corpus of STS predators are consciousnesses which stock up in all the forms of "energy-
light-information" and detain and retain it in the Service to Self. They proceed in a way, in the
retention of information.

The Beings of "light" STO, represent forms of consciousness who have reached stages -or
densities- superior or more advanced, having already "exceeded the experience of the STS
predation. They also feed on "energy-light-information", but unlike STS, they broadcast it,
share it and offer it to the Service to Others : To those who in progress of Awakening are in
demand for the initiation of their Soul.

Dixit Laura Knight :

"It seems that, as teach it to us the great masters, the moment of the real initiation is
everything but a moment of illumination. The initiation, it is not someone which(who)
comes to show us the reality. It is not to see the universe as One. The initiation it is to
see the one as the liar who feeds on others. It is to measure the one in the alder(ell) of
the truth. It is to see that the Predator feeds on the one, and that the one feeds on others
and propagates the infection to all those that he claims to love and who wants to help.
The initiation is not glorious one pouring of life, love and tears in the face of (in front
of) the beauty and the uniqueness of the world.

It is the terror in the pure state.

It  is  the descent  into hell,  the shaman descent  in  the
underground world, to fight against the devils. It is the
dismemberment of the body, the unsticking of the flesh,
the  perusal  up  to  the bone,  followed  by  the
reconstruction  of  the  one  on  another  foundation-  a
foundation of the spiritual truth.

If I could make you understand this Hell, this sensation, this solitary test during which
the soul is weighed, by the one, finally and completely, and seen by what she(it) really
made, you would see to what extent the truth is lacking to us, because of all the faiths
inculcated and promulgated by the Matrix, and carefully maintained by our Feelings
and  by  the  deceits  of  the  internal  predator  who  convinces  us  that  we  are  "
vouchers(good) " and " pure ", that everything is "One".

We see that there is well a "unity"("unit"), but we also see that God's aspect which is
lived at this level of reality is the black and gaping mouth of the STS which inhales
(sucks up) and devours everything. We see that the real Love is hardly shown -or so
little- to this level to be.
We see that all our illusions on the kindness, the truth and the beauty
are lies. They are masks hiding the predation.

And this initiation, is so horrifying as survive few it."

The Wave Volume 5 -page 353.
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Then, to give up the facets of the Shadow to focus towards the positive side of things, as
suggested in the remark of this reader, can be only the biggest of errors. Because this kind of
denial reveals unmistakably the non-acceptance of her predatory part.
This person, who is riveted to her convictions to stay in a secure universe, doesn't she prefer
to stay in imaginary beliefs so that that the world that she built up herself does not collapse ?

It is exactly in this way that the STS of 4thdensity come to their ends. Under their influence,
people read only what they want to read, what they are conditioned to read and from there,
what they are capable of understanding to open themselves to information. It quite simply is
because they are programmed by the consciousness of their predator, to read sometimes what
is not written or to interpret what is written. People deform what is written or sometimes even,
do not see certain important passages or simply do not understand them.

Would there be a bug in their brain ?
Would there really be an energetic conflict between STS and STO centres of consciousness ?

What they read is simply not in accordance with their preconceived ideas, which are only
those of their predator. It is thus an active program in their unconscious, which prevents them
from seeing the reality as it exists or as it is written, a recurring program according to the level
of reading and their opening of consciousness.

During the writing of the dialogues, we are several times victims of this phenomenon. By
reviewing  our  previous  transcriptions,  even  if  this  information  came  from  of  our
Supraconsciousness, we sometimes remain amazed by the truths that the Angel had already
expressed. They had simply gone unnoticed to us.

In the same way, we lived similar experiences during our change of diet to a keto adapted one.
By discovering the first relevant articles in this connection, we haven’t been able to integrate
the substance of the information which they contained, because we understood only what we
wanted to understand or which was in accordance with our prejudices. We were so obtuse that
we had to suffer in our body to give us the boost to reread the same articles, and to discover
other  essential  information.  Numerous  proofreading  then  became  necessary  so  that  we
understood finally and could really assimilate what was written, so much it  exceeded our
understanding.

Answers to questions were already contained in these texts  ! That demonstrates that when
we are in resistance in the face of new information, the predation is at work by obliging
us to wear blinkers  !

So, during the launching of the secondary site to the "Dialogues with our Angel" : "The LEO
Network", the entropic forces of 4D did not stayed idle, far from it  ! The more we open eyes
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on what takes place behind the scenes, this hyper dimensional reality which dominates our
world,  the  more  the  encounters  with  the  predation  become  merciless  and  ingenious  of
shrewdness.

What do we mean by that ?

If we remain asleep in the Matrix which organizes our beliefs, our convictions, our habits, our
daily life, our safety,... the predation contributes to our well-being, our small comfort. This so
that we do not want to ask ourselves questions and wake up.
And as long as we remain very docile and subjected to the system of control, represented by
the human society and its executives, the predation grants us a certain margin of comfort. But
as soon as we set off to modify the trajectory of our fate, then we literally are lynched by this
phenomenal machination involving even our circle of acquaintances.

Our Supraconsciousness teaches us constantly so that we integrate not only the fact that we
confront  not  only  to  an  individual  entity  (the  predator)  but  to  an enormous  programmed
machination, which governs all our world of 3rd density, the Matrix  ! It is the mechanism of
this reality which in absolutely any situation, is to be considered.

Every additional step in the progress of our consciousness, activates immediately on behalf of
the  opposing  forces,  a  reaction  to  stop  us.  Despite  our  open-mindedness,  it  remains
undeniable and automatic. That is why a greater vigilance is rigorous because nobody can
escape it if one does not grasp the functioning of this machinery.

Because we, human beings, are biological machines who
answer  by  automatism  to  this  biggest  machine  :  The
Matrix  !

It  is  about  a  postulate  which  it  is  crucial  to  realize.
Without  this  awareness,  man  is  dedicated  to  self-

destruction because he ignores who he is, how he functions and why he is maintained in
lethargy.

Understanding and accepting that there are opposing superior forces (negative, positive STS
and STO) which oppose perpetually and work through our consciousness, is determining to
perceive. They live and pilot our organic vehicles, whether we like it or not. 

That is why after having observed our behaviour minutely, we managed gradually to separate
our thoughts of that of our official predator, but things did not stay there.
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We still had to learn. This is when intervened again our garage owner as in the epic of the 4X4
! (See dialogue N° 31).

When the predation in the work suggests us putting us into gear  !

Our fitted out  small  van showed hardly perceptible  signs of weakness at  the level  of the
clutch. We knew that beyond the mechanical aspect, there was something to understand. This
is when several dreams of Sand and the physical pains supplied us with indications.

Sand tells :
For several days, I complained about pains in the metatarsus of my two
feet. Feet which pressed on the brake and clutch pedals. Repeatedly, I
dreamed that I drove an enormous truck and that I neither could slow
down nor control it. My anxiety was to stamp vehicles in front and in the

back and to hurt their passengers. Whether I moved forward or backward, I was afraid of
traumatizing people in their vehicle, of pushing them aside, of shaking them.

Once, I even knocked down our small van in a bend to avoid it to get damaged, I spread the
arm through the window to maintain it in suspension and avoid that it touches the ground.
Then, exhausted by my experiences, I summoned Jenaël seated on the passenger side to take
the steering wheel  ! (In my dreams, I was conscious of the recurrence of my situations.)

In the middle of the night, I woke up sweating, so much the lack of control of my vehicle
became terrible.

Let us come then to the interpretation of my dreams.

We know that our vehicle represents the way or our path of life. The difficulty has to let in the
clutch revealed most probably my fear of putting into gear a bend on my new path of life. My
incapacity to let in the clutch came from the fact that my other foot was firmly propped up on
the brake. Although it was only about dreams, due to pressing on these two pedals, my feet
became painful.

What I could cry until I resign to take this bend  ! I understood it a little later, I was simply
afraid of putting into gear, of making a commitment with Jenaël to start the LEO Network  !
My fears were due to my projections when I realized the work load which awaited us, the
hours  of  writing,  transcription,  research  and  correction  in  prospect.  They  expressed
themselves  by  my resistances  to  commit  myself  on  the  way  which  had indicated  us  the
Leonins : That of the LEO Network.

Indefatigably, the transdimensional predation (symbolized by the painful foot on the brake)
put its resistances through mine. The pressure inside me became so strong that I came even to
the  point  of  bickering  with  Jenaël   !  Nevertheless,  I  had  no  anger  toward  him but  my
annoyance found an outlet in his presence.
That obviously alerted us.

The STS consortium absolutely did not want that we launch the on-line site. Inconvenient cuts
of current or internet, localized geomagnetic storms, inexplicable sudden tiredness, intense
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and vagal  faintness,  digestive troubles,  losses of vigilance,  concentration and intelligence,
were obvious signs of transdimensional attacks.

As soon as the idea of the LEO Network germinated in Jenaël’s mind, following his dream, a
horrifying fear seized me. However, excited about the perspective of this project, I was clearly
conscious that these frights were not mine. They were well and truly the ones of my dear
predator.

My egotistical "I" refused that people, questioned by our papers, be knocked down of their
torpor and that their official predator be reanimated. I knew that the STS would still try to
operate through what remains of guilt within me. But despite the resistance of the STS corpus,
the Network came to life  !

However, after  the opening of the website, some small  desperate transdimensional attacks
occurred, through e-mails such as this one :

"I adhered so far having lived almost as you all your falls, doubt or certainties.
I agree a new path needs to be taken, but too many adjectives, too many judgments Sand and
Jenaël.

It  is  true  that  we are  human and that  it  is  not  very  beautiful  past,  present  and certainly
future, but I cannot read any more judgments.
Then safe journey and thank you for what you brought me. "
D.

By overflying briefly some paragraphs of the LEO Network website, this person was probably
annoyed by the  evaluations.  But  her  STS predator  who watched her,  would he  not  have
straightaway put her to sleep, by whispering her to the ear : " Watch out, they are judging ? -
in other words, they are judging ME-. Do not listen to them anymore and go on your way ! "

This person was not able to read what was written or read what was not written, because
never we give a judgment (juge-ment1), but realize objective observations which we share
with all to help us to learn from it. It can only be her predator who brought her to interpret
what  was written,  because  he was afraid of  being  unmasked and of  losing his  source of
subsistence.

As for me, my predatory part referred unshakably to my past experiences, periods when we
opened to others (friends, acquaintances, family, etc.). By our tendency for compassion, our

1 Translator note  : pun with judgment : (juge- ment) means litteraly (judge – who lies)
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dedication but also by our attachment, we allowed our energy to be taken away mercilessly by
the official predators of various people in our circle of acquaintances. But at that time, it was
still  difficult  for  us  to  reveal  all  the  underlying dynamics  which constantly  activated our
emotional to feed them. There were good reasons in it : We were being apprenticed.

That finally led us to perceive the tactics which the STS corpus of 4th density uses against us.
But we succeeded in revealing these intruders in our bubble of perception, then erased them
little by little of our own life.

The predation wanted to persuade me that we were going to relive similar situations to those
whom I had already lived, that is to bring back the past in the future ! It constantly enjoys
manipulating our thoughts so that we come to be persuaded that it will be the case ! And
generally, the human being works in this way.

By giving strength to our fears, our energy fields eventually vibrate the information of the
fear,  which  inevitably  is  going  to  show this  possibility  in  the  reality  of  our  experience.
Everything is lessons !

If we repeat our errors of the past because we did not take time to put us back in question,
then the return will be just like our efforts : A good slap to wake us !

1100 € for the price of the repair, threw to me the garage owner to the telephone ! It wakes up,
right ?

Hanging a few seconds, bewildered by the cost of the repair, I was incapable to take the
shock. I heard in my head : "it is too expensive, look somewhere else, he wants to swindle
you !".

Several scenes of my past of car driver having to deal with a doubtful garage owner for
problems  of  clutch,  arose  then  in  my  memory,  reactivating  angers  and  suspicions.  But
understanding that by trying to find a less expensive garage owner, I was going to reproduce
this "consumer's reflex on the defensive" in a potential future. And it is what would make
most people in my case. By this projection (metaphorically : The temptation of the devil), I
tried quite simply to regain control over events by anticipating my future.

Is not the intention of the STS to prevent us from letting in the clutch ? In my dreams, I was
afraid of letting in the clutch forwards and towards the back.
Was I afraid of changing my future to change my past ?

The mathematics of the Universe left us this calculated indication : 1100.

11  being  the  signal  that  predation  is  at  work.  Let  us  remembrer  ourselves :  

– 11-09-2001 : New York ;
– 11-03-2004 : Madrid ;
– 22-07-2011, that is 22+7 = 29, 2+9 = 11: Attacks in Norway;
– 01-01-2011 : attacks in Egypt. ;
– 11-08-2006 : explosions in trains in Bombay :
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– 11-04-2007 : bomb attack in Algiers, etc.

http://www.diatala.org/article-le-nombre-11-et -ses-dates-o  ccultes-liees-70105631.html  

00 means "the reset", the reset, the break-even point before being able to let in the clutch !

Having seen what happened in the invisible and to make me go out of my hypnotic state,
Jenaël nudged me and summoned me to accept immediately.

The garage owner boosted me : "I repair it or not, what do we do ?"
With a knotted throat, I answered him : "OK, we repair" !

The emotional shock was so intense, that I had to sit down to recover.
Deep down in my heart, I knew that I was experiencing an "important initiation".

Would the invoice be up to the teaching ?
What was the dynamics which happened from the moment when I accepted the impossible ?
I necessarily had to overtake the hypnosis of the predator by making a decision right away !
To act without losing time at the very moment when the Universe suggested me to repair my
past, allowed me to put a stop to the entropic thoughts suggested by my predator. By stealing
me of his harmful intentions, I could open my future to new horizons, reminded me Jenaël.

But  this  decision however had to stay within the limits  of reason (find the middle path).
What is reason ?

"  Wikipedia  :  the  reason  is  generally  considered  as  a  clean(appropriate)
faculty(power) of the human mind the implementation of which allows him(her) to fix
criteria  of  the  truth  and  the  error,  to  discern  the  good  and  evil  and  to
implement(operate) ways(means) with the aim of the given end.

She thus allows to manage (for example the will). This faculty(power) thus has several
jobs(uses) : scientific, ethical and technical.
Consequently, we can distinguish, in the point of view of the rational standards : the
reason as a set of guiding principles of the knowledge or the action(share); the reason
as a principle of creation and arrangement of these principles. "

The reason is thus a way "to dethrone the emotional", by which through the hormonal system
of the human body, the STS corpus “collect” its subsistence : The emotional energy of fear."

Make lose reason to somebody, for example by proposing him a price outside of his own
standard of “reasonable”, sets in motion the machinery of fast food of the predatory corpus.
This one pulls the energy-food through our hormones and our physical fluids, activated by the
rise of adrenalin.

We also know that the predatory corpus manages to falsify our perception of space-time, by
acting  on  the  human  emotional.  In  other  words,  the  STS of  4th density  act  through  our
memories (the past), to activate emotionally dense events in our future. It is the law of cause
with effect.
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Moreover, are they not masters of karma ?
Aren't they the creators of our programs to support their influence on humans ?

"Our intentions cause effects in the future which become the future causes of an effect
in the present. I repeat it, this is becoming a main field of physics." Jacques Vallée.

TEDx Brussels, in 22/11/11 (http://www.doublecause.net/index.php?   Page=Jacques_Vallee.htm  )

To return to the small van and to the garage, my official predator generated the circumstances
of the breakdown of clutch through my emotional, which in my field of energy led to the
circumstances of this breakdown.

-  Let  us  remember  ourselves,  Consciousness  creates  gravitation !  It  generates  all  the
conditions of the breakdown and the gravitation (the breakdown) modifies consciousness, that
is it modifies the perception of reality  so that I can see my predatory part (my fears) in
action -. (See dialogue N° 42)

What is then the lesson or the initiation ?

We know by experience that in 3rd density, the traffic of the vital energy is partially dependent
on money,2 (the art of people). People work to survive as long as they do not understand that
to in order live, it is necessary to dismantle the STS machinery first. By wasting their vital
energy at  work, by persisting in their  beliefs,  by accumulating money, they lose the vital
strength and the energy essential to their internal quest.

"There is no more fatal blunderer than he who consumes the greater part of life getting his
living.” Thus said Henry David Thoreau

We are not obliged to exhaust ourselves at work, far from here. It is a question of freeing
ourselves  of  our  fears,  our  conditionings  of  human  being  and  our  beliefs  regarding  the
working world, before occupying us with knowing how the
money is going to fall in our purse. And when we manage to
get loose from our emotional which binds us to the matrix of
the money, in other words to the perception which we have
of it,  it  is  useless to amass it,  to protect  it,  to  save it,  to
possess it, to accumulate it.

2 Translator note : pun between « l'argent » money which sounds the same in French as « l'art des gens », the 
art of people.
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The saved or blocked money, represents the energy which stopped circulating : The chaos.
Thus, it  is an obstacle in the natural balance of the traffic of the energy in the Universe.
Whether  it  is  the  money  or  any  other  materialized  form of  energy,  it  should  always  be
exchanged or -to resume the expression -, to circulate on a just-in-time basis.

If  this  shape  of  energy-material  remains  in  the  Service  to  Self,  it  cannot  rise  in
Service to Others and will  stay under its  entropic shape,  because there is "no expansion"
which should arise from this chaos. Once again, the Consciousness creates the gravitation, but
here, it turns to the entropy.

And is it not the role of the banks to store money ? Are they not responsible for the decline of
our civilization ?

Money  has  thus  value  only  for  the  predator  ! It  is  a  tool  of  manipulation  using  the
emotional and represents one of the means to chain humanity to the Matrix of 3rddimension,

by the fear of not having enough !

By refusing to give in to the fear of paying the price which
apparently  was  "not  reasonable  for  my own reason and our
small social allowances", and by granting to pay straightaway
the  price  of  1100  €  (symbolically  presented  to  us  by  the

Universe), we had accepted the price to pay for change.

Why is that ?

Numerous testimonies of abducted people indicate for example that Greys are completely
disorientated when a human being does not follow the logic which he is supposed to follow !
And in this case, we did not subscribe to the logic which subjected us the predation.

We thus short-circuited the thought and the intention of the predator !

It  means  that  the  STS  of  4th density,  obliges  us  constantly  to  fall  and  to  come  down
continuously, on the temporal line which drew our deplorable fate.

By diverting us from their scheduled plan, we offered ourselves a new possibility to escape
from their matrix because the transdimensional predators remain incapable to penetrate
our present moment.

They  can  only  navigate  from  our  past  to  our  future  to  try  "to  corner  us  by  our
emotions" in  our present. But  as  we perceived the  functioning of  this  STS matrix,  we
understood from now on how to  override  this  matrix  machinery,  so  that  the  laws of  the
Universe open us other horizons.

"By understanding our past errors, we can apply this understanding to the present, and thus
protect ourselves for the future." Laura Knight.

When we accept the lesson of the STS corpus, he becomes our teacher isn't it ?
And it is what had arrived with our clutch !
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Symbolically, by accepting this repair, we had acted to change our perception of the reality.
We had to let in the clutch despite the attacks of the STS Matrix and go into high gear to
materialize this new reality !

In the end, the more we try hard not to succumb to the robotization of this world, the
more we offer ourselves the possibility of modifying our reality.

As a reminder, the predators of 4D -a part of ourselves in our past-, conspire constantly to
return us on the line of our planned future, our STS fate. They are the Masters of the Matrix
and know our most likely future.

But it falls to us to detect the influence of the predator in our spirit, by focusing us only
on the present, the now, the immediate !

If we want to succeed in releasing ourselves from his thought, we must stop projecting us in
the  future  (by  supposing,  by  planning,  by  anticipating,  by  projecting,  by  envisaging,  by
building castles in the air...).

The predation expresses itself in our everyday life by a subtle mecanicity. It passes by forms
of  consciousness  manipulating  our  perceptions  and  our  fields  of  energy.  These  reptilian
manipulators consciousnesses, whom Greys are the agents, work through certain categories of
individuals to manage humanity towards transhumanism and entropy.

The  only  way  to  emancipate  us  of  this  STS  Matrix  is  to  discern  to  what  extent  it
sublimates its mecanicity. To detect it, it is essential to acquire Knowledge and to put it
into practice.  We have to perceive our patterns of the past, in order not to reproduce
them in the present anymore !

By remaining in the present, that is to be alert, watchful of the energy fluctuations which
occur in our environment, we can protect ourselves effectively from the risk of answering our
emotional, perpetually activated by the predation.

We know now that some Greys are the human beings of an entropic future. They manipulate
our thoughts for their survival and their energetic needs. They are only reptilian bio-energy
probes, psychological champions of the hypnosis and the manipulation, capable of generating
hypnotic frequencies for the only objective of manipulating our thoughts.

Since  the  predatory  corpus  can  not  penetrate  the  vibratory  frequency  of  3rd density,  our
present, it uses Greys to convey the consciousness of the reptilian predator and travel at their
place in space-time.

It is among others for that reason that Greys of the brotherhood of Orion have "channels", to
keep manipulating human consciousness under hypnosis. Is not the channelling quite simply a
form of hypnosis ?
(We have a remarkable example of this transdimensional swindle on behalf of Grey/Lizzies of
Orion by the intervention of the entity which is being thought of as Christal Chaya).
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The future of the human being is planned. The spirit of the predator which drives him, drives
him straight ahead towards self-destruction. But the one who can detect the spirit of the
predator in his behaviour, IN EACH OF HIS THOUGHTS, can choose to change this
disastrous fate to build up himself an alternative future.

"Use the present to repair the past and prepare the future." Said G. Gurdjieff

He will then have short-circuited its most likely future anticipated by the STS corpus in his
intention, to offer and create himself a new fate.

Obviously, the individuals who consider themselves immune to the spirit of the predator (that
is at whom "nothing happens, notice nothing or which do not recognize themselves in what
we  tell),  are  simply  STS  which  are  not  conscious  of  the  presence  of  the  spirit  of  their
predator ! And it is so. The Universe does not offer them the possibility of changing density
yet,  simply because they refuse to  See.  Maybe that  taking pleasure in the denial  and the
ignorance suits them better for the moment ?

Let us go even farther with the symbolism of the clutch and let us return shortly before the
creation  of  the  site  "LEO  Network",  when  in  our  bubble  of  perception  appeared  the
forerunners of the change.
(See shamanic vision  : 
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/dialogues-2016-1-vision-chamanique/).

On December 24th, I was warned by the social services of a summons to a morning of training
to learn to draft a CV to find a new employment.
A new employment ? Was it a joke ?

Everybody knows that the societal system is self-destructing, collapsing. There is no more
labour market, or even the finances to receive a decent salary. I was revolted ! How can we
take people for idiots  at  this  point ? How was it  still  possible to turn a blind eye to this
reality ? I had no reason for justifying myself with this corrupt system which still asks me to
pretend to believe in it ! It seemed inconceivable to me !

Here is then the mail which I sent in reply to them :

Madam X,

Further  to the reception of a mail  resulting from your services concerning a summons to
participate in a workshop on the theme : "to realize a CV", I allow myself to write you to re-
explain and restore my position about my job research.
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On April  3rd,  2014,  I  answered  the  phone  appointment  with  a  councillor  to  establish  a
statement of my situation. During our interview, I expressed clearly my initiative and my
current activities that my adviser of the time legitimized and strongly approved. I explained
what follows :

I work since the age of 9. Yes 9 ! At that time my parents had a restoring tobacco-bar and
when my mother left my father, he ended up alone to manage his business. Somebody had to
help him. It was for me long periods of very painful and lasting for a long time I stayed in
these plans of survival, to observe my parents killing themselves at work, struggling with the
life and the obligations of our system, to try with great difficulty to make it.

This is the way I did not stop working in all the domains to know never any pecuniary lack.
My last employment in the "Waterworks" where I stayed more than 6 years, has been the peak
of my saturation of this corrupted world.

There was no day when I got up in the morning when I did not have a stomach ache to live in
the stress, the non-gratitude, the obligations, the false appearances, the lies, the hypocritical
politeness... It was harder and harder for me to answer what was expected from me because as
one goes along, my morale and my health declined.
Then a day, came what had to happen, I fell seriously sick. This disease finally had a profound
saving effect because it forced me to stop all my professional activities and especially offered
me the possibility of understanding why I had fallen ill and depressive.

I discovered that throughout my existence, I acted according to what the others expected from
me, from what society expected from me, from what my superiors expected from me, etc. I
always complied without flinching with what people wanted me to do.

Why ? Because I dreaded to lack money to live, to eat, to accommodate me, etc. After all,
don’t we say to motivate ourselves to go to work "that it is necessary to work hard to make a
living ?".

Then by simple deduction, if we cannot work, would it mean that we are nothing, or nobody ?
That we are recognized neither by society, nor by others ?

Don’t we then have the right to live ?

Actually I was especially afraid of daring to live, to be myself !
But at that time, drowned in my guilt of not doing like everybody, to be pointed at, I was not
completely ready to take the plunge. I was like everybody, I was afraid.

This is when I did many training courses like the one you propose me today, without ever any
outlet because at this time already, the labour market was saturated and very badly paid.

(In this connection and in case you still ignored them, I joined you press articles mentioning
examples on the real situation of our society and of the labour market. And there is plethora
… Among others, you will find the real number of unemployed in this end of 2015 - 6.462.400
subscribers  to  the  employment  agency-,  who  correspond  on  no  account  to  the  statistics
truncated by the employment agency.)
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Consequently, I eventually directed myself to a training of kinesiologist because I wished to
understand the sense of my life and in the same optic, help others. Being established to me as
such, I realized, according to my experiences, that before helping the others, was it not I who
needed help ?

Was not I finally responsible for all that I had endured, by agreeing without reserve (not to tell
to prostitute me), in all that what imposed to me ? To close my eyes as soon as anything
disturbed me ?

Having balanced the pros and the cons well and realized that during all my life, I was only
walking round and round because I did not respect myself and that I pretended to be happy in
my small jobs without future, I eventually threw in the towel in this corrupt world of the
employment. I decided to take the bull by the horns and to face all which so much frightened
me and which arranged me not to see.

Since then, throwing a stone into the water, I developed my writer's fibre.
In my communications on my website, I recount my present life and according to my personal
researches and especially to my work on myself, I began to have visions of my previous lives
which  took  place  in  different  times.  Thanks  to  profound  questionings  and  to  intense
researches on diet, quantum physics, the origins of Man, the esoteric knowledge and many
other  domains,  I  was  brought  to  understand  why  I  often  relived  recurring  situations  but
especially understood how to put an end to it.

In the optics to realize it a book (before bursts a civil war or a 3rd world war), I analyse all the
wefts which finished in the perversion of our current world, its leaders, its government and all
those who participate in it,  until  the individual himself.  It has been 5 years since I write,
which establishes several volumes. And I can realize this humanitarian work, only because
your services pay me my monthly allowance.

Not accepting either the corruption or the survival, and if I knew or had other ways to meet
my vital needs, have no doubt that I shall not certainly be affiliated to unemployment benefits.
But for the moment it is so, I accept it and it allows me to continue my quest.

This approach in myself whom I share without any financial gain to millions of people in
France and in the four corners of the planet, thanks to the magic of internet, allowed me to be
cured of my physical, psychic and spiritual sufferings. Also, my writings and my researches
allow many others to dare to begin to live and to go out of their sufferings. They represent
then my therapy, my process of cure.

Don't you believe that if our society is so sick, it is because we ourselves are sick by refusing
to see the reality such as it is ? That of the disease, the perversion of our world ?

A simple question : How come that since my last meeting, a good many of councillors which
were allocated to me, were replaced ceaselessly ?
You and I know that our world became crazy. Isn't it each of us who participate in the entropy
of this world by letting ourselves and others to be fed with endless lies ?
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This mail acts as CV and I need by no means a councillor to learn to pretend to look for a job,
while we know very well you and me, the discouraging situation of the labour market in our
country as in the world.

As indicated on the letter : "in case of absence in this meeting and without justifiable motive
from you, been attested by written documentary evidences, I shall be forced, according to
articles L. 5412-1 and R. 5412-1, in R. 5412-8 of the labour code, to proceed to your radiation
of the list of the working applicants".

Is not this mail a threatening order ?
Isn't it a roundabout way to lead by the fear and raise the anger of the desperate job-seekers,
creating massive radiations only to bias the statistics ?

Thus, this present letter establishes my written documentary evidence in answer to this order.
I understand completely your position and your obligations as social workers, I have no anger,
and no grievance to this institution, because this body allows me to meet my vital needs.

I also take advantage through this mail to send you and your colleagues my sincere respects,
because thanks to your willingness and humanity, you establish for some the last link which
connects them with life. As you will notice it in one of the articles joined with this letter,
many are those who commit suicide, sacrifice themselves after the abolition of their social
minima, so infinite is their despair.

As  you  can  see,  this  mail  represents  neither  a  letter  of  rebellion,  nor  of  threat,  nor  of
justification.  It  is  simply  to  inform you about  my position  and of  my ethics  regarding a
proposal of “fictitious” training in order to look for a job, and give you food for thought.

Do we not know you and I, that if we want our society to find a new impetus, it is essential to
take responsibilities and stop fooling ourselves or pretending ?

That is why if I had to stay under the obligation to participate to this training course, know
that I shall come but I shall by no means pretend and shall remain honourable with myself and
ethical with others. I am not available to be bought, nor to be sold on this imaginary market of
the work. I am from now on my own employer in the service of others, in the service of those
who as me refuse the lie.  I  shall  appear with the present letter  which constitutes my last
updated  CV,  which  I  shall  share  gladly  with  the  persons  present  at  this  training  course.

It's up to you.

I am nevertheless at your disposal to supply you any complementary precision if you consider
it useful.

Please accept Madam X, my respectful greetings.

Consequently, at the beginning of January, I was summoned by an umpteenth councillor who
had resumed the succession of the one to whom I had initially sent my mail. I was welcomed
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by  a  very  charming  and  smiling  person,  but  only
seemingly...  because  she  had read  the  letter  !  Her
decision was already taken. She intended to cross me
off definitively from the list of the job-seekers. I did
not correspond anymore neither to their criteria, nor
to any of their categories, she asserted me.

Obviously,  going  out  of  the  game  of  the  Matrix
implied that I also off-loaded the therapist's role in which this employment agency had tried to
accommodate me. But even the therapist's job participated and still supported the game of the
3rd density STS !

As I had also gone through it, I had perceived that the therapists, when they propose their
services, understand only very rarely that they make it only for purposes of Service to Self.

I  refused deliberately to become an STS channel,  which through my fear  of lacking (my
emotional), would become an energy pump for the transdimensional predation.
To feed me from others to try to calm this internal space -my fear-, was only a guile of my
predator !

After a few minutes of discussion to speak bluntly, I fixed her straight in the eyes and more
determined than never, I asserted her with conviction and firmness but respectfully :

"Madam, you can take away my allocations from me if it pleases you, but nothing will make
me change direction, even if I find myself in the street penniless to feed me, I would never
sell my Soul !"

In reply, she argued :

"I  have  no  choice,  I  have  to  be  accountable  to  my  superiors  and  I  made  by  contract  a
commitment to respect the regulation and the objectives of the institution."

Were these objectives to let us believe in a reduction of the unemployment ?
Would it be in this way that the statistics were truncated, letting think of an upturn in the
market of the employment, such as trumpeted it recently our Secretary of the State ?

I asserted her then this :

"In life, we all have the choice. That to answer to what the others expect from us or to answer
what our consciousness dictates us."

With this, I thanked her for listening by wishing her a beautiful day and good luck, then
turned on my heels.
Arrived at the car where Jenaël waited for me, I collapsed in tears ! I did not cry of sadness,
but of gratitude, of relief ! This strength which lived in me, authorized me to assert me, to
raise  myself  with  all  my convictions,  all  the  necessary  self-assurance  in  the  face  of  this
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institution which tried to make me give in, to subject me, which symbolized the authority, the
Matrix.

It was all my past in which I perpetually had to be accountable, to justify myself, which flew
into pieces. I had just released myself from all my lives where I thought that to live, I had to
suffer, work until exhaustion. From now on, having exceeded my fears and program, I chose
to release myself from the influence of the predation, to free myself of the slavery of the
work.

As I write these lines, it has been nearly three months since I wait for my radiation.
A few days  ago,  in  my  mail,  I  received  a  letter  stipulating  the  replacement  of  my  last
councillor and incredibly, inconceivably, extraordinary surprise... the renewal of my rights !

The premonition of the happy consequences of my interview, had however reached me in
dreams. A few days away at intervals, I saw myself in the establishment with a councillor who
had to make a decision about my case. This decision was not fixed yet.

In the second dream, I saw myself at the counter of the reception. A councillor looking for my
file, announced me of the renewal of my allocations, by stipulating that everything was back
to normal again.

Then, what was the information which I had to perceive through all these synchronicities ?

Why did my guidance seem to indicate me that I should put in search for a new employment ?
Did I have to find another work ?

The answer was given to us a few days later by the famous dream of Jenaël.

As soon as we had perceived the symbolism, we understood that the time had come to divert
our  path  of  our  programmed future.  We had  to  answer  somehow to  the  impulse  of  our
guidance.

The idea to  create  the LEO Network came to put  into gear  this  bend,
which symbolized a new way of thinking and of acting ! I was finally
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going to extricate myself from my fate of sheep to become a Lion ! And it  is LEO who
proposed me an employment of "4th density in the Service to Others- STO".

"When we have a will of Lion, we do not know the fate of a mouse !" 
Cassiopeans (to Ark -husband of Laura Knight- during one of their transmission.)

From  the  moment  when  I  asserted  myself  in  the  face  of  predation  (personified  by  my
councillor), by aligning me on my deep convictions, I felt the wave of change appear from my
inmost depths. And I knew !

I knew that the Universe offered me to transform my patterns of thought into creative energy,
so that my perceptions modify themselves, opening me then to "MY" new reality. And this
change has truly no price !

Here is then the teaching that I take of my adventures with the clutch and the social
services  !

When the Universe suggests me modifying my patterns of thoughts, in other words my bubble
of perception, it sets in motion and conspires in every possible way -even by using the matrix
system of the predation-, to draw me the path. And it is up to me to perceive the signs, to seize
the opportunity on the spot, without losing time !
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By  daring  to  express  and  to  vibrate  my  truth,  I  was  able  to  overcome  my  fears,  my
uncertainties which I projected in my future, and I offered myself a new line of reality which
completely took aback the predatory corpus (the patriarchy) and released me from its hold.

But to perceive the game of the predation, I also had to agree to perceive my self-sufficiency,
the other "personality" of my predator, the one who by appropriating for himself and by
fear of being noticed, try to hinder the circulation of information.

I was afraid of "giving more of my person", to exhaust me of my energy by passing on my
understandings,  knowing  that  most  people  could  not  care  less  about  our  experiences.  I
necessarily had to change my point of view, my appreciation of myself, assert myself and
release myself from my smugness.

Let us not confuse smugness and assertion. Smugness reveals the presence of the predator and
confesses our limited beliefs. But assertion is a gift of the Higher Self which passes by the
Will ! Assertion ensues from the will.
The will thus shows the gift of the Soul to change our perception of the reality.

"[...] the will -the spiritual essence of one's Being. When we have found the will, we
see the "choice". The choice is a function of the will. Where exists the Will, appears
Choice. We are capable of choosing. What we see, it is that it is possible to choose the
orientation of one's Soul. We cannot change the reality, but we can choose what we
shall make personally within this reality."
Laura Knight -The Wave- volume 5 – p351

I thus had to stop considering myself a victim of the STS system anymore (as suggested to me
by my predator) ! By asserting me beyond my fears, by daring to see my conditionings, my
own limitations, I learnt how this powerful energy of assertion and determination (the Will),
puts in movement new possibilities. I had just made a choice !

It was now necessary to put into gear on this new way, the one who welcomes firmly my
Higher Self in my physicality.

The author of the text who follows explained exactly with his words and his concepts what we
too try to transmit :

"You will see that in life, you receive exactly what you give. Your life is the mirror of what
you are. It is at your image. You are passive, blind, demanding. You take everything, you
accept everything, without any feeling of obligation. Your attitude towards the world and life
is the attitude of somebody who has the right to require and to take, who does not need to pay
or to work to obtain salary. You believe that everything is due to you, just because it is you !
All your blindness comes from there ! Nothing of that kind call out to question you. And
nevertheless, it is what maintains the worlds separate.

You have no measure allowing you to be estimated. You live exclusively according to the
mode "I like" or "I do not like", you have no appreciation, except for yourself. You recognize
nothing above you -in theory, logically, maybe, but in reality, nothing. That is why you are
demanding and continue to believe that everything is cheap and that you have enough in your
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pocket to buy all that you want. You recognize nothing above you, neither outside, nor inside.
That is why, I repeat it, you have no measure and live passively according to your preferences
and your disgusts.

Yes, your "appreciation of yourself " blinds you. It is the biggest obstacle to a new life. You
must be capable of overcoming this obstacle, this threshold, before going farther. This test
divides the people into two categories : the "good seed" and the "chaff ". No matter to what
extent a man is  intelligent,  brilliant,  endowed :  If  he does not change his appreciation of
himself, there will be no hope of internal development, work towards self-knowledge, for a
real future. He will remain such as he is all his life. The first necessity, the first condition, the
first test for the one who wants to work on himself is to change his appreciation of himself.
He does not have to imagine, not just believe or think, but see things in him which he had
never seen previously, to see them really. His appreciation can never change as long as he will
see nothing in him. And to see, he must learn to see. It is the first initiation of the man towards
self-knowledge.

Above all, he must know at what he has to look. When he knows it, he must make efforts,
maintain his attention, look constantly perseveringly. Only while maintaining his attention,
and by not forgetting to look, one day, maybe, he will be capable of seeing. If he sees once,
he can see a second time, and if he continues, he will be incapable of not seeing anymore.
It is the state to be looked for, it is the purpose of our observation; it is from there that the real
desire  will  be  born,  the  irresistible  desire  of  becoming;  of  cold  we  shall  become warm,
vibrating; we will be touched by our reality.

Today, we have nothing else than the illusion of what we are. We have a too high opinion of
ourselves. We do not respect ourselves. To respect myself, I must recognize this part of me
which is above the other parts, and my attitude to this part must testify of the respect which I
have for it.  In this  way, I  shall  respect myself.  And my relations with the others will  be
governed with the same respect.

You  must  understand  that  all  other  measures  -talent,  education,  culture,  genius  –  are
fluctuating measures, measures of detail. The only exact measure, the only real, unchanging
and objective measure, it is the measure of the internal vision. I see -I see myself : By it, you
measured. With a real top, you measured another real, lower part. And this measure, defining
by itself the role of each party, will lead you to the respect of yourself.

But you will see that it is not easy. It is not free. You will have to pay a very high price.
For the bad payers, the lazy people, the parasites, no hope. You will have to pay, pay a lot, and
pay immediately, pay in advance. Pay of yourself. By sincere, conscientious, selfless efforts.
The more you will be ready to pay, without saving up, without cheating, without falsifying,
the more you will receive. And from there, you will know your nature. And you will see all
the operations, all the manipulations to which resorts your nature to avoid paying for real.
Because you will  have to pay with your all  made theories,  your rooted convictions, your
prejudices, your conventions, your "I like" and "I do not like". Without haggling, honestly,
without pretending. Without trying "sincerely" to see while offering your counterfeit money.

Try a moment to accept the idea that you are not that you believe to be, that you overestimate
yourselves -in fact, that you fool yourselves to yourself. That you fool yourselves to yourself
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all the time, all day long, all your life. That this lie dominates you to the point that you cannot
control it any more. You are the prey of the lie. You lie, all the time. Your relations with the
others : Lies. The education which you give, conventions : Lies. Your teaching : Lies. Your
theories,  your art  :  Lies.  Your social  life,  your family life  :  Lies.  And what you think of
yourself : Lies also.

But you never stop in what you are doing or what you say, because you believe in you. You
must stop inside and observe. Observe without preconceived ideas, by accepting one moment
the  idea  of  the  lie.  And  if  you  so  observe,  by  paying  of  yourself,  without  self-pity,  by
abandoning all  your  claimed wealth  for  a  moment of  reality,  maybe you will  see all  the
sudden, in yourself, something that you had never seen previously. You will see that you are
different of that that you believed to be. You will see that you are two. One who is not, but
who takes the place and plays the role of the other one. And one who is, but so weak, so
elusive,  as  soon as  he appeared,  he  disappears  immediately.  He cannot  bear  the  lie.  The
slightest lie makes him faint far off. He does not fight, he does not resist, he is beforehand
beaten. Learn to look until you see the difference between your two natures, until you see the
lies, the deceit in you.

When you will see your two natures, this day, in you, the truth will be born."
 
(We stay in the impossibility to confirm the paternity of this text in G. Gurgjieff. According to
some sources, it would rather be awarded to Mrs Jeanne de Salzmann, pupil of the latter.)

It is going to be one year since we adopted the nutritional diet "paleo", and nine months since
we diverted our diet towards the mode keto-adapted.

Obviously, vegetarian in the past, the experience of a radical reversal of our way of feeding
ourselves was very difficult  to bear and was not  without  consequences for our body,  our
morale and naturally, our health.

Uncountable very painful psychological, emotional and physical tests awaited us during the
experience. But they allowed us to face and to overtake our deepest fears.

To pass in keto -adapted mode, but especially to persevere, represents in the noble sense of
the term, a real initiation. And to eliminate strictly and definitively : Cereal, potatoes, rice,
pastas,  breads,  cheeses,  legumes,  starchy  foods,  desserts,  candies,  and  any  shape  of
carbohydrates  of  our  menus,  seemed  completely  insane  to  us  at  first,  unreasonable,
inconsistent, not to say extremist and impracticable.
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Nevertheless, we tested then approved this  experience on the "borders of the reasonable".
From vegetarian hardly one year ago, we became almost carnivorous and arrived there,
because our "human part" having accepted its predatory genetics, had perceived that
there was something major to discover beyond diet.

The underlying fear of making us a sick and even of dying by consuming only fat, meat and
cooked green vegetables, often let us doubt the legitimacy in this way to feed us. Many a
time,  the strongly present "temptation" of our predator,  would suggest  us to  abandon our
experience.

But as we were two, then since a moment already four people pursuing resolutely a progress
in STO and a carnivorous diet (or rather should we speak of “omnivorous ante-agriculture”,
we could be at the same time the guarantors from each other, and the councillors of each
other.

Our official predators were then forced to release their influence on our psyche and there were
other good reasons in it !

Then what happened ?

By asking this question to the Angel, we were surprised with the answer which reached our
consciousness, and we were going to understand that to face the predators, the Angel has more
than one trick up his sleeve and is more cunning than we could imagine him to be !

Question to the Angel : 
We believe to have understood that  in 4 or 5th density,  human beings would not  be
obliged  to  feed themselves  anymore.  Why then do we continue such a  constraining,
meat-based diet ?

Because you have not yet repaired your genetics and the complete features of your DNA.
Among the future STO, none is already stabilized in 4 th density, although the quantum wave
of change and its vibratory frequency already takes a high toll and is felt strongly on the
planet.

Furthermore, the predation uses of all possible stratagems so that the human being cannot
repair damaged codons within his genetics and find his rightful powers.

Although  cornered,  the  predatory  corpus  mercilessly  uses  of  the  strategy  of  "divide  and
conquer", by slowing down the distribution of the most important information contributing to
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the restoration of your genetics. It is among others for these reasons that they tried at all costs
to prevent you from launching "The LEO Network".

Since  millenniums,  the  predatory  gods  use  a  tactics  which  consists  in  dividing  up  the
information by manipulating the human ego. This to enslave the humans and manipulate the
global consciousness of humanity. And they use those famous carbohydrates and many other
ways to avoid your DNA from waking up and regenerating by reviving a correct telomerase.

However, the STO population begins to become aware of the interweaving of this terrible
plot. But until recently, powerless to group together in a homogeneous corpus to knock down
the energy of the STS predation, this group simply had to stay -to use this warlike term – at
the back from the frontlines, because the moment had not yet come to challenge the STS
coalition.

But  circumstances  evolve  favourably  and  they  can  be  observed  only  if  we  possess  a
transdimensional point of view and consciousness of the events.

From the point of view of the space-time where the centre of thought STO of Leonis is at
present situated -and before you that of Cassiopeans-, new occurrences are possible.

They authorize from now on the awakening, the gathering and the synergy of these more
enlightened  consciousnesses,  to  knock  down  the  merciless  mass  manipulation  which
prevented the human beings from uniting their efforts, to free themselves from the psychic
influence of the STS corpus of 4th density.

Through deep and sincere reflections, painful questionings about the guilt to consume meat,
and sometimes even long debates about this almost exclusively carnivorous new diet, some of
you in passing in the action, exceeded their conditionings !

A lot  of  people,  having  included  and  accepted  the  laws  of  the  Evolution,  have  allowed
themselves to eat some meat and to thank, to honour so the animal kingdom for its offering to
the human beings.

And it is so, by resuscitating the consciousness of a primal food mode -by consuming animal
flesh-, that the DNA of this group of STO individuals released itself from the terrible trap of
carbohydrates.

Furthermore, by raising this consciousness of group through your profound introspections and
researches,  your genetics freed itself,  and by echo with the arrival of the quantum wave,
began to reactivate and to regenerate. It connects you from now on with the centre of thought
of the LEO of Leonis, from whom comes another big part of your DNA.
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About twenty years ago, the centre of thought of Cassiopea -in other words Cassiopeans by
the intervention of Laura Knight Jadczyck-, had so to speak cleared the ground effectively.
From now on the Leonin at their rescue, are in charge of supporting and of pursuing their
work.

It consists in increasing and in stabilizing the vibratory frequency of the DNA, emanating
from the STO part of the humanity. This so that its new global consciousness can reach an
upper  level  and stabilize  this  vibration  in  a  parallel  and  alternative  world  in  another  3rd

density, before the current entropic 3rd density flare up and is decimated by wars, geo-climatic
upheavals then finally, a major nuclear or cometary accident.

So, and from now on, you "En-Je3/ Angel" amounted to a frequency of resonance which does
not interest the predators of 4th density anymore. As most of STO individuals, you became in
a way indigestible !

To illustrate the approach of the beings of 5th density who come to the rescue of the STO,
imagine  that  you drive  your  car  when it's  dark.  Lighthouses  light  the  road as  you move
forward.  But  if  your car stops,  the road does not scroll  any more in your field of vision
enlightened by lighthouses. If you drive too fast, you cannot anticipate any obstacle on the
road. Then if you are careful, you move forward as your road gets clearer.

The Supraconsciousness enlightens you in the same way and reveal you the things only at the
speed  where  you progress.  So,  when you launch  in  the  quest  of  the  Knowledge,  it  is  a
question  before  anything else  of  concentrating  on the  Knowledge  of  oneself, your own
illusions, beliefs, psychic weaknesses and emotional fragilities, and of  having always in
mind that  hyper dimensional  strengths  control  your psyche.  To acquire  the  deep and
sincere Knowledge of yourself is the most difficult thing to realize in the world.

Know that the Angel has not revealed everything to you yet, far from it. He will do it only
according to your progress. He too remains careful !

Know that  if  the  human  beings  possess  a  too  active  STS genetics,  the  transdimensional
predators manage to read in their thoughts and to know how to divert them or manipulate
them when it’s needed. There thus existed until now, a kind of energy conflict between the
STS and STO forces, who expressed themselves through your subconscious !
In 3rd density, your human consciousness was irreparably dominated by the thought of the
predator. But the STO part -to respect your free will-, became available only at the price of

3  Translator note : "En-Je"/ “In/Me” sounds the same as “Ange”, Angel in French 
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long efforts  to detect and to solve your karmic process, to reveal the imprint of the STS
predation and free your genetics from it.

The Angel –  your supra-conscious En-Je- thus represents an autonomous entity being able
too, to choose to withdraw or to get closer to communicate with your consciousness and this
according to the presence and to the power of the predator’s thought.

And it is what happened ! The STS corpus of 4th density had put so to speak “put your psyche
on listening” and watched the frequency of resonance of your DNA, to detect the progress of
your consciousness and thereby, that of the future STOs.

Your En-Je part, could not thus reveal you its plan to raise your resonance of frequency to an
acceptable level and had to find a stratagem to take away the predation. Besides, He had to
find the way so that some of you combine their efforts, without arousing the suspicions of the
STS corpus of 4th density.

As  your  thoughts  were  "on  listening",  your  STO guides  had  to  find  how to  succeed  in
"blurring" the beliefs and the behaviour of the future STOs, before these in a way, "modify"
their environment and before the STS of 4th density could notice it ! To contribute to this plan
while respecting your free will, some of you had specially been "prepared" to this end. And
the result of this operation bears its fruits today. We shall thus never reveal the ultimate plan
before the whole human STO corpus is “awoken".

Your original DNA begins to recover its capacities of regeneration. But especially it became
again capable of anchoring a superior frequency of 5th density, which propagates very quickly
in the genetics of the group of STO volunteers spread across the planet.
You are the ones, defying their concerns, their questionings, their doubts and especially their
multiple  symptoms  and  faintness,  who  began  to  reactivate  and  to  repair  the  process  of
telomerase (dialogue N° 39) in their own genetics.

So, this "resonant quantum repair", browsing your 3rd density, authorizes from now on the
frequency of the "Leonis" centre of thought to stabilize on Earth, under the nose of the STS
corpus.

It is now a question of neutralizing the electromagnetic and chemical effects which affect the
body, because these will still go by becoming intensified with the cometary events to come.

You know from now on that the pineal / pituary complex is the glandular-hormonal system
which plays the role of interface with the other densities and the dimensions of existence.

You also know that  hormones contribute to your
emotional  state  and  that  your  emotional  state  
configure  your  bubble  of  perception.  Which
amounts  to  say  that  the  emotions  of  people
configure their environment -and they even go as
far as affecting the weather-.
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You also know that the STS of 4th density, through the psyche of the human being manages to
falsify your perception of the environment.

How do they operate ? By preventing the smooth running of your pineal gland and your brain,
by making you sick and emotionally vulnerable, not only with the sugar, the alcohol, the
coffee, the drugs, but also by promoting the technologies of magnetic and electromagnetic
waves, WIFI, low or high-frequency radio waves and more...

Then I reveal you from now that there is a single way to protect you effectively and durably
from all these harmful influences for your health : The therapy by IODINE !

The iodine is a chemical element discovered in 1811 belonging to the family of halogens of
symbol I and of atomic number 53. It is the densest of all the halogens, which confers it very
particular properties.  This element, essential to human life, represents a world stake in
public health, a remedy to all the troubles, the diseases, the deficiencies of today and
constitutes the unique effective antidote against the electromagnetic, nuclear radiations
and radio waves !

The iodine has demonstrated already for a long time its benefactions, but the pharmaceutical
and medical lobbies stuck it  always deftly under the carpet, favouring the infinitely more
lucrative profits of the antibiotics.

The time to broadcast this  information has come, because it  becomes now crucial for the
survival  of  humans,  quite  simply  because  the  whole  humanity  who  is  poisoned  by  its
environment, remains seriously deficient in iodine.

Contrary to the propaganda of the nuclear lobbies, iodine should not be taken in the form of
high dosed pastille, because the body would have trouble with such a high dose. Obviously, in
the event of a nuclear accident, there would be no other solutions. But your emotional would
be so much requested, that the hormonal system would take such a quantity with difficulty,
especially if the cure was not progressive !

Humanity remains tremendously subjected to this kind of risk, because added to the dangers
that represent worn out nuclear power plants or atomic wars, there is also the very important
radioactivity resulting from cometary dusts that puts the life of human beings in jeopardy.
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On the other hand, to be capable of supporting the global upheavals to come on the
emotional  and physical  plan,  your body should  be  prepared by a  restoration of  the
hormonal system with a progressive and consequent contribution of iodine.

This product exists in the market under the name of  "Lugol solution". You
will find all the information on this matter on Internet (on LEO Network).

It is important to prepare your body for the transition and to think of doing
what's necessary to restore in your DNA the functions which were deleted
by the STS predation of 4th density.

Then know that iodine in the form of Lugol solution, associated with a steady keto diet, is
effective not only to handle absolutely all the viruses such : Measles, herpes, zona, chicken
pox,  plague,  Ebola,  AIDS...  The  autoimmune  diseases  :  Creutzfeldt-Jakob,  Alzheimer,
multiple sclerosis, any type of cancer, inflammatory diseases, degenerative diseases, diseases
of the nervous system, the endocrine system and many others.

But attention,  this  protocol  of  treatment  by the  iodine  is  extremely  harmful  for the
vegetarians and "eat everything" omnivores, their biology containing too much toxicity
accumulated for not only years and years, but lives and lives ! Because at first, Lugol
revives the viruses and the bacteria in dormancy in your body. Thus, in perspective, long
moments of very painful malaises to surpass.

Then if you feel the call of your Being to pass in the STO path, begin at first with over
two-three months with a Palaeolithic diet associated with a cure of chlorella-spirulina,
then switch to a strict and definitive keto diet : Without cereal, potatoes, rice, pastas,
breads,  cheeses,  legumes,  starchy  foods,  desserts,  candies,  and  any  shape  of
carbohydrates  of  your menus,  until  you are  stabilized  and found a  certain  physical
shape. Then begin finally the protocol of solution of Lugol.
https://www.sott.net/article/307684-I  #  
https://www.sott.net/article/349408-What-you-didnt-know-about-iodine-but-could-save-your-life-VIDEO

(A paleo-keto diet will later on be possible without overusing carbohydrates of course)

Lugol also handles the pineal gland by dissolving not only sugars / carbohydrates which are
accumulated there, but releases it from fluorine, mercury and all the heavy metals which are
concentrated  there.  The  iodine,  by  cleaning  the  complex  pineal-pituitary  is  the  only
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"transdimensional" available remedy to release your body of the trap of the Matrix, installed
by the predators of 4th density.

The treatment by iodine operates a powerful parade against any transdimensional and
electromagnetic attack !

This protocol was experienced and approved by every Soul which in "his future", will have
joined the Leonids planners in the Service of Others !

Let us then continue the revelations about the 4th alternative density and about food !

Beyond  the  4th density,  the  Soul  does  not  need  to  be  infinitely  reincarnated  in  loops  of
retrocausality anymore, because the process of embodiment will not exist anymore in the
sense where you perceive it. The Soul will enjoy other capacities and your food will adapt
itself according to the density in which falls the consciousness of the Spirit.

The 4th density is the equivalent of your physical 3rd density, with the difference that your
Spirit is not submitted to its limitations and its beliefs anymore. This density, parallel to yours,
is freed from the STS matrix. It becomes the house of the Spirit and will not be any more his
prison. His reality will be modifiable as he pleases.

So, to change your reality from your 3rd density, it is necessary to reach in the centre of faith
of the subconscious, situated in superior densities. And it is what some among you begin to
realize !

You know now that the perception of space-time through your human senses, is very far from
revealing you the reality such as it exists !

In 4th density,  which functions at  the same time as a physical and etherical  density,  your
consciousness  is  no  more  subjected  to  an  extremely  narrow  view  and  fractioned  in  a
succession of embodiments, as you perceive it in 3rd density. But it will be able to perceive the
multiple plans of embodiments as a whole –  its various potential futures  -, exactly as the
Souls of the deceased perceive them.

Your consciousness will be able to choose to fall simultaneously in several plans and densities
at the same time, while remaining aware of its starting point, as of its places of destination
"during  the  jump".  You  will  not  thus  lose  "the  memory"  anymore  between  the  various
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embodiments and your consciousness will be in a way a spectator and a decision-maker of
this choice !

The human consciousness will have whole access to all its past and will perceive at the same
time the main potentials of its future... while until now these capacities, restricted to your
Supraconsciousness, were unconscious to you !

Then what does the diet has to do with all this ?

The food of the human beings evolved according to their migrations, their lifestyle, as they
established themselves by the sea, the mountains or in plains.

The way of feeding you results from a thousand-year-old karmic process. The first humans
had a rather vegetarian tendency. The Anunnaki gods having assembled their genetics, used to
this end “Ugubi” genes : Monkey or ancestor inferior, gatherer and fruitarian.

During their evolution, then during their migrations through continents, their digestive system
through  this  genetic  modification,  had  then  adapted  itself  to  metabolize  "partially"
carbohydrates and fibers contained in fruit and vegetables.

Others became rather carnivorous hunters -fishermen, however a great majority of the human
beings of today stayed omnivores.

But  never  any  hominid  became  strictly  vegetarian  as  some  human  beings  are  becoming
today  !

Homo sapiens -sapiens : The modern human beings -especially when
they  are  strictly  vegetarian  and  frugivores  -,  are  quite  simply
genetically  modified  organisms  -GMO-  predestined  to  remain
enslaved by the STS corpus on a dead end. They represent only the
cattle parked in an enclosure -the Matrix -, serving as sustenance for
the predation of 4th density.

Thus, vegetarianism establishes by no means the proof of a high spiritual evolution such as
the sign of so-called great masters, as numerous sources suggest it to you.

The first and real hominids were Namlú’u. They were created as extraordinary beings, almost
superior to their Kadistu creators and endowed with capacities of surprising clear-sightedness,
capable of reading in the thoughts of others and of falling in several dimensions at the same
time. They were the real shamans. And obviously as all the beings of 5th density, they did not
need to eat, except if they fell in densified lower worlds as the 4th or 3rd density. In these
cases, while honouring the universal laws, they fed very moderately of meats, fishes, fruits
and tubers,  food which were naturally  offered to them in the environment  in  which they
densified.

Namlú’u formed the first and original humanity in the Service of Others -STO, connected
with "the Source". They were in a way the guardians of the Earth before the arrival of the
Anunnakis,  but  their  genetics  also has  been altered,  during rapes  of  their  females  by the
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predators  Anunnaki.  And  by  cultivating  and  by  modifying  the  genetics  of  these  "stolen"
embryos, specific branch of homo-sapiens came into existence.

Then  little  by  little,  the  genetics  of  the  descendants  Namlú'u  "went  to  sleep"  whereas
humanity became omnivore (post-agricultural). By consuming fruits, excessive legumes and
cereal far too rich in carbohydrates and fructose, brought slowly this portion of the dormant
STO  humanity  -and  among  them  the  original  Namlú’u-,  to  lose  their  capacities  of
regeneration and their transdimensional faculties.

As a result of which, the modern human being became at first omnivore by resonance with the
genetics  of his  creators.  Then vegetarian,  because of  a  second recent  genetic  engineering
operated by the STS predators.

However,  the  DNA  being  a  transdimensional  element,  their  genetic  coding  remains
perpetually inclined to regenerate. And the approach to the big Transition -or of the Wave as
the Cassiopeans would say-,  forced the specific genetics of the Namlú'u human beings to
wake up.

By a prolonged ketosis, without contribution of carbohydrates and by persisting in consuming
fats and animal -derived proteins, some among you reactivated their Namlú'u-Leonin DNA-

and are preparing their body to take and to merge with the superior
frequencies of resonance of 5th density, which begin to break out on
your planet.

So, in your genetics, while keeping in memory the Evolution of the
homo -sapiens, the telomeric functions begin from now on a return
in their "original" functions.

Namlú'u too, are in a way "back from their future" by operating a
reversal in their past. Their past corresponds then to our modern era,

that of the era of Leonids, which authorizes a small part of the humanity to slide gradually in a
neo 3rd- 4th parallel density, revealing then to a portion of humanity its alternative future. As
Cassiopeans say, they are You in your new future ! ! !

Undisclosed until today, the result of these genetic manipulations resulting
from an agreement between Amasutum -the divine mothers- and the former
Urmah militia, shows itself now in the form of "warriors of the truth LEOs".

This Leonis alliance also groups other peoples who are raising themselves
against the predators. In the face of the perversion of the STS corpus of 4 th

density, they do not possess for any weapon, that of the Truth, Knowledge
and the vibratory frequency infinitely more powerful than the STS predatory
corpus. They work simply by respecting the natural laws of Evolution and by
spreading this authentic light, which is the truth in the information, Knowledge !

Throughout History and migrations, humans had to adapt their body to become omnivore.
Then especially during the last century preparing for the big change, vegetarianism became
the custom. This because the STS predator had managed to divert the "researchers of the
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truth" by letting them believe in their responsibility, which generated an emotional charge of
guilt when they fed on meat-based products.

At the same time, the human being was led to forget that when he eats meat, he allows
the animal  kingdom to change density  and to  progress  in worlds  and more evolved
densities.

This profound amnesia of the universal Laws of the Evolution and the guilt relating to it, is
orchestrated by the predatory corpus, to lead the human beings to skip steps and "to choose
themselves" to by-pass the laws of the Evolution and to consume the beings of 2nd density :
Vegetables !

So, the STS did not break the law of the free will, but they had found a way to by-pass it and
blamed it on humanity !

It is thus in this way that the human beings began to disrupt the ecosystem of the Earth, then
finally, by ignorance, destroyed it in this end of time, to complete a new loop of retrocausality
!

See video of Ivy Keith on this matter : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNON5iNf07o

Then as strange as it can appear, Urmah-Leonin, became again carnivorous when they were
brought to intervene in 3rd or 4th density STS. And it is by accepting to consume some meat
and  to  extend  this  keto  diet,  that  the  Urmah  sequences  of  your  genetics  begin  to  be
reactivated.

But once again, the Angel cannot reveal you all the outcomes of your keto experience yet. You
will understand them only according to your progress.

For the moment, to respect your free will, you will be prevented from knowing. It is still
premature to reveal you everything. You must remain motivated to carry out the experience of
the ketosis and that you are not tempted to abbreviate it. Otherwise it would not be beneficial.

And the reason is there that the human Souls deceived to choose between a progress of the
"entropic and psychopath Service to Self ", an orientation in "friendly Service to Self " or that
of the "Service to Others", possess in fact only two choices, STS or STO.
And this choice will reactivate their original and transdimensional genetics. 

From now on, many readers know that the way of the vegetarian by not respecting the steps of
the Evolution, would have led them in a dead end in 4th density. Greys, among which some
people are only specimens of the hybrid degenerated lineages "of the future human being",
could testify !
Now that this information is revealed, let it be broadcasted on your planet !

The human beings thus have only two choices for the evolution of their
Soul.  That  to  wake their  genetics  of  the  STS predation,  that  of  the
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reptilian predators  and some Greys,  or  that  of  the first  human beings,  the True Man ! It
depends in the last resort on the way one feeds himself !

Let  us  return  now  to  new  signs  and  synchronicities  which  brought  us  to  our  recent
discoveries. They add in the puzzle that for years already, we reconstitute by our fascinating
researches.

Repeatedly by re-transcribing the drafts of the dialogues about the keto diet, the Angel had its
fun with us ! Sand committed regularly a typing error on the word "cétogène4". The finger
slipped strangely over the "N" and repeatedly she wrote "cétongène5" until we noticed the
sign !

And it is exactly by the reception of an e-mail which was sent to us at the same moment, and
other  deeply  moving  indications  which  appeared  then,  that  we  perceived  the  underlying
signification of this whole puzzle.

Then here is this e-mail :

Good evening to you, I am following your dialogues since a few months and some of
them strongly helped me or confirmed the paths which appear for some time. I am
very happy to see that people dare to federate to share the essence of their terrestrial
experiences, beyond the false new-agy gatherings.
I wanted to encourage you and to underline the importance of this dream and this
starting point and to bring you some confirmations :  the loss of the "n"  between 2
first names (Léo and Léon)  corresponds to the integration of the shadow which
ends the duality of the experience (I make long things short) and which confirms by
the passage of the rock : This one symbolizes the cellular dimension where the genetic
programmings as potentials to be discovered are crystallized. (This door is the one
which leads to the real knowledge and what certain peoples came to accompany in this
resurgence since the decadent phase of humanity, it corresponds to what you qualified
as 5th STO whom some knew and came to rediscover).
You will know how to feel I am sure these few sentences, but this dream is really very
rich. At any rate, it is for me the opportunity to greet you and to wish you a lot of
pleasure in these interactions of which you going to be the centre.
See you soon.  Cyril

PS : finally, this beautiful region is going to be able to welcome something else than a
thousand layers of beliefs stemming from a future-past which made its time.

Let us consider the remark which is passed on to us by this reader.
By adding this famous "n" which means the  integration of the Shadow which would end
the duality  of  the experience,  the  "n"  in  the  middle  of  the  word « cétogène »,  as  Sand
"inconveniently" typed it, transformed actually « cétogène » in cé-ton-gène : It’s your gene !
4 Translator note : « cétogène » means keto (as in keto diet). The word will remain in French a few times to 

explain Sand and Jenaël's discoveries.
5 Translator note : « cétongène » sounds the same in French as « c'est ton gène » meaning « it's your gene »
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That would bring us to understand that the keto diet would allow us to reactivate our Leonids
genetics ! !

Let  us  open  other  brackets  to  illustrate  how  our  subconscious  arranges  to  cause
synchronicities when we use the language of birds.

During our  researches  we discovered  that  iodine  is  a  chemical  element  belonging to  the
family of halogens. In the halogen word, we find the word "halo" and the term "gene" of
genetics there.

What is a halo ?

A halo is a diffuse light of circular shape around a bright zone or source of energy also called
"aura". In other words, it is about an emanation of energy expressing a vibratory frequency
around the genes.

Can we then deduct from it that the keto diet could reconstitute our rightful primal genetics,
our "gene ethics" which thanks to iodine could redeploy its halo, its aura-energy of light-
information ?

Would it mean that the DNA would find back its transdimensional radiance (its vibratory
frequency of resonance) thanks to iodine ?

Would that not be to keep this genetics in dormancy that for centuries, the pharmaceutical
lobbies bound to the STS corpus deftly swept the therapeutic powers of iodine under the
carpet ?

But still... The X chromosome (one of the first signs vector of our food change -see dialogue
N°39), is one of the two sexual chromosomes of the human being and certain animals. There
is normally an inactivation during the telomerase of one of the two chromosomes which takes
a condensed and visible shape. This process of inactivation is sometimes called Lyonization !

     Lyonis-ation was suspected by Mary Lyon in 1961
     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-i  n  activation  

Jenaël of the sign of the LION "LEONIS" and was born in 1961 !

Other synchronicity which shook us because it  confirmed our intuition.
We  discovered  it  "accidentally"  by  opening  a  PDF  page  during  our
researches. It is an extract of the Wave about Perseus's myth which we
invite to you to read from the page 74-156, to understand this myth.
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Here is her conclusion :

"Now, if we move closer to this last element -the most interesting - of the symbolism
of the "breaking of rocks", bound to Perseus -the one who breaks -, it could be inferred
that soon - "at a time when rocks break, as during the electromagnetic impulses which
emanate  from  rocks  overlaid  in  the  earth  when  they  are  cut  through  by  tectonic
strengths" - The role of the shaman of the future will  be "[to use] these strengths,
whether they are naturally led or not", to dig a "gallery of worm" towards a different
reality which it will be possible to cross physically.

We have maybe now a better idea of the function of the Shamans Knights... Knighted :
They are embodiments  of  Perseus's  archetype,  "child of  the God",  in  the sense of
offsprings of the Centres of Thought STO; the hero who cuts the head of the Gorgon,
who frees  the spirit  of its  limitations.  These Knighted are the ones  who present  a
particular Frequency of vibratory echo, a strength and a purity sufficient to succeed in
creating a bridge between the man and the gods, in opening the doors of time.

Laura Knight - Volume 4 - In a dark mirror - extract from the page 156
https ://www.lumovivo.org/999/pdf/londe.pdf

In the Greek myths, the only accomplished couple is the one of
Perseus  and Andromeda who after  their  union,  left  fighting
evil and redressing the wrongs in the world.

We find then an echo in this theme in the extremely ancient concept
of shaman which really means : Union of the divine masculine and
divine feminine, by keeping as well in mind that the oldest idea of
the shaman was of a warrior fighting against the forces of darkness !

This  theme is  the  one  that  we find  in  the  myth  of  Perseus  and
Andromeda and who was adapted in a romantic tragedy by William
Robert Shakespeare : Romeo and Juliet. It recounts the story of two
young lovers whose death reconciles their enemy families, Montagu

and Capulet which symbolize two lineages of STS predators. By interposed humanity, these
two lineages are in confrontation on plans of superior densities.

Had we not announced that the real shamans were warriors of the truth, Namlú'u-Leonin, the
primary human beings of 4th density ?

They were offspring of the creative mothers Amasutum (Isis or Andromeda) who opposed the
forces of darkness, of deception ! Also in this myth we find these archetypes (Isis, Osiris and
Seth, Nephthys) under the shape of four founders of the LEO Network or the four friends of
"Dialogue  with  the  Angel"  of  Gitta  Mallasz  who  persevere  in  their  quest  for  the  Truth.

Other indications than we discovered in our personal life :
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In his transdimensional memories, Jenaël relived the archetypal drama of Jacques de Molay 
(See the story of Jenaël -p31 in 33)
http://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/notrehistoire

Jacques  de  Molay,  who was  Templar  Knight,  wasn't  he  knighted  ?  The
knighted ones, those who have been made knights !

Then we can read the following remark of the Cassiopeans :

“At first, a scoop for the knighted.. Redo the route in detail and meditate, think again
about the lone journeys of the past, and begin to dig up breath-taking secrets. It will
lead  you  to  revelations  which  in  their  turn  will  open  the  door  to  an  incredible
explosion of knowledge ! !”
Laura Knight -Volume 4 -In a dark mirror -extract from the page 149

Is not it exactly what we are realizing by going in search of the Knowledge, of the Grail such
as the knighted knights ?

Every knight is knighted by the sword by the Queen of the kingdom. The
tip of the sword which touches the two shoulders symbolize the beheading
which blows up the limitations, the confinement of the spirit within the
body.  Somebody  knighted  means  -according  to  Cassiopeans-  :
"Recognized crystal of transmission of truth" !

So, let us ask ourselves the question. How much among our readers shall sincerely recognize
the playing of this archetypal drama in their current life ?
Those who will recognize themselves know ! If they realize the link with their own progress,
they will know to what we make a reference and will learn that they are not the only ones to
have  suffered  throughout  their  whole  life.  Because  they  are  these  knighted,  these
embodiments of Perseus's archetype, offspring of the Centres of Thought STO, the hero who
delivers the spirit of its limitations. They are the ones who present a frequency of vibratory
resonance, a strength and a purity sufficient to succeed in creating a bridge between the man
and the gods, to open the doors of time.

Question to our Angel:

We read somewhere on a site dedicated to ufologists researches that the autopsy of the
Greys  revealed  that  they  did  not  present  a  digestive  system.  Is  this  discovery  in
connection with their vegetarian human past ?

The scientists who had studied Greys retrieved during certain UFO accidents, noticed that the
digestive system seemed to end nowhere, because they could detect neither colon, nor rectum,
nor anus and because certain aspects of their bio physiology were rather similar to those of the
plants. However other lineages of Greys possess a rudimentary digestive system.
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This brings to light that a certain category of Greys, according to their lineage of origin, are at
the crossroads between the Plant and Animal kingdoms as are the organism of jellyfishes.
Their genetics is bound to a manipulation led by the reptilian geneticists, so that their body
cannot receive a Soul which would be their own.

Plants  do not  possess  a  Soul  evolved enough to  develop in  3rd density.  But  some Greys
developed a metabolic system close to carnivorous plants, which just like them, feed on juices
and physical fluids which they take during some abductions.
In their human past by taking sustenance only of plants and sugars, their biology adopted and
developed certain genetic sequences peculiar to plants.

The  telomerase  appropriate  to  the  animal  bodies  degenerated  and  was  converted  in  a
regressive hybrid genetic transformation between the animal and the plant.

Greys  who  remained  vegetarian,  are  the  specimens  of  a  future  humanity  who  became
transhumanists and technological.  They stagnate in 4th density STS until they accept their
predator's status which would allow them to develop their Soul towards the animal.

But other lineages of Grey who remained predatory carnivores, led their genetics towards the
animal and began to integrate an animal Soul. They then became emancipated of the reptilian
domination. It is them who after multiple cycles of reincarnation begin to turn in STO by
using a human body.

Question to our Angel :

Which  is  the  effect  of  this  "wave  of  change"  since  the  centre  of  consciousness  of
LEO STO reactivated ?
This energetic wave emanating from now on of the constellation of the Lion, produced a
surprising and positive reversal in the broadcasting of the information. The genetis stasis of
the corpus of Leonids waking up brutally, the discernment of the human beings improves and
the disinformation loses of its power. Real disclosures and objective information will begin to
circulate on Earth.

What means obviously that until very recently, the information of the so-called carriers of
light was thus either completely false, incomplete or truncated, because mercilessly filtered
and directed by the STS corpus of 4th density.

What will be the consequences ?

Another effect of this "wave of change Leonids" when it will be stabilized, is that it  will
generate by echo a destruction of the genetic sequences of certain forms of life produced by
the predatory STS geneticists, those entities without Souls which will not exist anymore in 4 th

alternative density STO.

Whereas the 3rd density STS will keep sinking into entropy of the New World Order, on the
surface of the "alternative and parallel Earth STO", all the genetically modified organisms
will  be  destroyed  by  the  frequency  of  the  Leonids  centre  of  thought  and  planners
consciousnesses.
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Thus, you will not have to worry about Monsanto, GMOs, antibiotics and other "antigenic"
toxins anymore. Because your own frequency of resonance -helped in this by iodine- will
contribute to neutralize these mutant genes. These artificial bodies will not be part of your
New World, but will remain in the transhumanist world of 3rd density STS.

Vegetables will recover their natural and native genomes. Their contents in minerals, vitamins
and their glucidic index will return to a considerable level to be assimilated by your body.

In this way, if your spirit falls in a densified density, your body can choose to refrain from
eating or if it must extend its stay there, it can in the same dimension as it explores, take
sustenance in complete safety.

***

Global warming, climate change, climatic cooling, ice age... Where is the truth ?

To talk about this topic, let us remember ourselves that the outside world is the reflection of
our internal world. Then if there are modifications of the climate on Earth, it is only the
reflection of the changes which occur within Humanity.

We have already expressed that the extreme weather conditions, the storms, the floods and
other disasters are interpreted by the wisdom of the shamans of the ancient peoples as being
the demonstration of "the anger of the gods".
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/dialogues-2016-1/dialogue-n-42/
Then who are these angry gods ?

Very simply, they are the STS and STO corpuses of 4th density.
As a matter of fact, when energy conflicts arise from between the creative consciousnesses
STO and the entropic consciousness STS, they manifest themselves in our human density
through the meteorological fluctuations -from Greek : to meteor (o) and "logic", derived term
of logos, meaning "reason", which is then translated by : "language and reasoning" which
rises in the air.
Isn’t it strange ?

To understand why these extreme climate changes occur, it  is a question of seeing all the
anthropocosmic connections in place (anthropocosmic : Which places man in relation with the
cosmos).

The climate  change corresponds as  a  matter  of  fact  to  the  migrations  of  certain  climatic
spheres of influence towards other regions. But at the world level, the average temperatures
always remain stabilized in the same range. What heralds is that zones of drought and strong
hot season can suddenly be ice-covered or under deluges of water.

So, the theory of global warming as that of the climatic cooling, even if it is verified in certain
big regions, are under certain aspects a delusion. And this delusion constitutes a smoke screen
which hides something else. Let us observe then what takes place at the global level and let us
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report it for example to certain passages of the biblical narrative, the exodus of the people of
Israel and its consequences.

Briefly, the Hebrew, reduced to slavery for centuries by Egypt and having fled the dictatorship
of the Pharaoh, became emancipated. They faced the desert, guided by " the spirit of God ",
put feet on the Promised Land after forty years of penance.

Let us resume both sentences of this summary and let us reveal hidden messages with a more
modern language and with a shamanic-quantum vision there.

The Hebrew represent those who perceive the manipulation of their Pharaoh -the researchers
of the truth-, and looked for the means to release themselves from his influence.
Israel means the chosen people of God -and not gods- or people capable of being connected to
the creative consciousness of the Universe (or field of information of the Universe).

(In the religious texts, the definition of the word Israel has strictly no correspondence with
Israel of today, the Hebrew state, the main protagonist of the conflicts in Middle East. This
confusion was deliberately maintained to be a pretext for the belligerencies between Jews and
Muslims).

The Pharaoh represents one or several governments, which the researchers of the truth want to
be released from ! But among them, the real people of Israel (semite) capable of uniting with
the creative consciousness of the Universe,  discovered the way to find their  freedom, the
Promised Land or the 4th density STO.

The desert represents the internal space, the transition.
Forty years corresponds to "a quarantine". The time of their exclusion and the healing of their
traumatized memories of slavery.

Also let us underline that the expression "quarantine" was used during the big epidemics of
plague (during the cometary events), to indicate the period of isolation intended to prevent the
propagation  of  the  epidemic.  These  periods  of  plague  through  history,  were  always  in
concordance as it is today, with cometary accidents which invariably punctuated the end of
human cycles.

Then let's use our brains and observe our current events !

Let us see how in all this story, is linked climatology (science which studies the climate) and
ponerology (science which studies reasons, looks for the causes that allow periods of social
injustice to arise.)

The refugee immigrants chased away from their country invade Western Europe. Isn’it a vast
operation  led  by  the  United  States  to  destabilize  Europe,  another  transdimensional  STS
manipulation of the NWO) ?
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https://fr.sott.net/article/27800-La-situation-des-refugies-au-bord-du-gouffre-mais-que-fait-donc-l-UE-pour-
pallier-a-cette-situation-desastreuse

https://fr.sott.net/article/27795-La-crise-des-refugies-est-une-arme-aux-mains-des-Etats-Unis-pour-destabiliser-l-
UE

http  ://fr.sott.net/article/27555-En-Europe-la-vie-des-refugies-n-est-guere-meilleure-that-that-Jews  –dansles-  
ghettos

It is these migrants who today, reproduce in an archetypal way the role of Hebrews of former
days. They are placed in quarantine in refugee camps and wait to be welcomed somewhere
(the forty years of exodus in the desert).

But  among  these  refugees,  many  children  disappear  without  trace.  (Kidnapped  by  the
predators  of  4th density,  for  purposes  of  genetic  engineering  to  reconstitute  their  human
livestock in the next cycle).

Let  us  observe  then  the  weather  report  !  We can  speculate  that  an  extreme cooling  and
snowfalls  occur  in  countries  where  these  refugees  come  from.  The  white  of  the  snow
symbolizes the innocence of the disappeared children.
Http://fr.sott.net/article/27517-Neige-sous-le-olive trees-en-Crete
http://fr.sott.net/article/6896-Chutes-de-neig e-dans-le-Nord-de-l-Algerie-y-compris-sur-la-capitale-Alger
http://fr.sott  .net/article/27489-Chutes-de-nei ge-de-la-Turquie-au-Proche-Orient  

Certain  regions  are  flooded  in  the  fog  -the  sadness-  or  submerged  by  the  anger
- The wind and the storm-.

Other  countries  are  flooded  by  floods,  http://fr.sott.net/article/27863-Fortes-pluies-rarissimes-sur-les-
Emirats, while somewhere else fires ravage immense areas of land :

Http://fr.sott.net/article/9726-Un-feu-parcourt-13-500-ha-dans-le-centre-de-l-Etat-de-Washington-USA
http://fr.sott.net/article/9186-Feu-de-foret-e n-Californie-plusieurs-milliers-de-personnes-evacuated

See also the weather conditions of Sott :
http://www.reseauleo.com/m%C3%A9diath%C3%A8que 1/les-changements-terrestres-vid%C3%A9 os-sott

Volcanoes  wake  up  -the  internal  seething  anger  of  the  consciousness  Earth  or
Consciousness of the human egregore, expresses itself through the volcanic eruptions.
With a little of perseverance and methodology, we could lead these correlations in a rather
precise way.
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What it is necessary to understand there, it is that by observing the climatic movements on the
surface of the Earth, a successful intelligence could reveal a concordance between the zones
of meteorological calms and the places of grouping of populations carrier of the "STO"DNA.

Among the  migrants  who  are  breaking  out  on  Europe,  little  will  arrive  safe  and  sound.
Nevertheless, some will  find their  land of welcome in a new dimension of consciousness
which is already theirs. They are all those who, confident in their guidance, play the game of
their subconscious so that they are guided to meet another fate, a new future. The game of the
Matrix is the same for all. It is up to each one of us to become emancipated.

Let  us  return  then  to  the  weather  report.  We have  already  repeated  many  times  that  the
passage  towards  the  4th density  will  be  made  through  our  psyche  by  a  kind  of
transdimensional portal.

That  means  that  when  we  shall  have  reached  "our  internal  balance"  as  population  of
individuals, maybe as civilization, the sun will wake up from its hibernation and "will shine"
again ? And not only the sun will shine, but the ice age which expresses simply the cold of our
inner self, will end on the new STO Earth.

All things considered, the ice age means obviously that the temperatures gap will fluctuate
less than these last years, and that the average amplitudes will get closer 0°C and 25°C.

Looking forward to this happy outcome, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes will still increase
in frequency and in intensity during the next years.
All these climate-related events that are still to come, are caused by the approach of certain
cometary bodies, a cycle of solar hibernation. This one generates a perceptible reduction of
the heliothermic power production. In the future it announces less hot summers and less cold
winters in the "regions with frequency of STO resonances".

In  the  past,  the  cycles  of  solar  hibernation  had  coincided  with  glacial  periods  on  Earth,
entailing a cooling and a contraction of the terrestrial atmosphere. These periods also matched
eras of scarcity, famine, political unrest, "internal cooling", just like in our modern world.
Http://www.maxisciences.com/soleil/le-soleil-va-connaitre-une-longue-periode-d-hibern   ation_art15202.htm  l  

So, the approach of certain celestial bodies starts migrations of climate, earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, sudden falls of temperature of more than 20°C...

Climate-related events of this scale occurred repeatedly in the past in more or less strong
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amplitude,  modifying  strongly  the  ground  gravity.  These  changes  of  gravity  strongly
contributed to modify the mass and the physical weight of elements and the growth of the
biological bodies. That would explain the numerous monuments, the enormous megaliths as
well as giants' humans and animals in the
fossiliferous strata,  in the graves,  the old
mythologies  and  the  disappearance  of
certain  civilizations  which  have  already
populated our beautiful planet.

In the same way, every end of cycle started
by the  arrival  of  cometary bodies  in  our
planetary system, engages conflicts led on
our  Earth  and  on  other  planets,  between
the evolutionary and entropic forces. This battle is an archetypal representation of the fight
between light and darkness. It is instrumented by different races, coming from various sectors
of the galaxy. Some of them, as Cassiopeans and Leonids are only interested in promoting our
understanding of the Universe and from there, to propose the Knowledge.

It is the challenge that from now on the team of the LEO Network proposes us.

"When we have the will of a Lion, we do not know the fate of a mouse"
(Cassiopeans answering a question of Ark, the husband of Laura Knight)

Passed on by Sand and Jenaël
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Leonid’s portrait appeared in a stream and leonine 
with his vessel on a dimensional gate in Aude.


